
On his 51st anniversary of professional trading Michael S. Jenkins has written 
his day by day, step by step guide to day trading and any other time frame you 
desire. This is the culmination of his life's work and has just about every single 
professional tip you will need to precisely time the market every day and also 
predict the high and low cycles on any stock, commodity, currency, Bitcoin or any 
other trading vehicle you trade. 
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This book is 195 pages with over 200 exhibits of day by day, bar by bar 
instructions on how to setup your charts, use of time frames, scale any chart no 

matter what in only about 30 seconds and that scale will be absolutely perfect all 
the time on any time frame, and your trendlines based on that particular scale will 
always work. You will learn how to obtain the exact internal time cycle for each 
chart and each time frame so you can predict highs and lows usually within a bar 
or two, even out to many months into the future. You will also learn how to factor 
in the specific support and resistance for any stock or commodity and also key 
trendlines you can trade against with almost absolute certainty that the trend will 
last until that trendline is broken and then where will the next drop land. You will 
learn about strategy, options trading, the secret of 'Squaring the Circle' and PI, and 
my proprietary Arc Vector method not even revealed in its entirety in my $6,500 



weekend seminars which I use every day to make highly accurate option trades 
predicting to the hour the highs and lows. This even works on the one minute 
charts on futures and currencies and you will see dozens of examples of such. In 
short I have complied and condensed 50 years of 18 hour days of practical trading 
and study, with the sole goal of showing you how to make money every single day 
of your life. 

Who Is This Book For? 

This book is a complete guide in a step by step fashion so that the beginning 
student just starting out or the advanced trader with 15 or more years professional 
trading will both be able to learn much and utilize the methods in this book. 
Almost all of these method are proprietary and discovered by myself so you can 
know you have never seen them before except for a few close seminar students 
who have had glimpses of a few applications of these methods. I do explain the 
W.D. Gann 'theory' of the market and you can then see how these methods fit right 
in with that theory but these are not the Gann method per se but derivatives of that 
theory and there is NO astrology in this book but some  chart examples at the end 
to show you it's efficacy should you want to follow up along those lines. This book 
has a narrow purpose, that is get you to draw perfect charts, acquire perfect 
trendlines, obtain perfect time cycles for highs and lows , and extremely good and 
sometimes perfect final support and resistance targets. You do not need to be a 
rocket scientist to do this as in most cases updating your charts only takes 10-20 
minutes a day. You will need a good computer and monitor and software that 
draws good charts with the traditional tools like trendlines, circles, retracement 
levels and perhaps cycle expanders or cycle finder tools. 99% of all the software I 
see out there has these stuff. 

Is This Material In The Other Jenkins' Books? 

If you have read ALL eleven of my prior books and courses over the 30 years 
they came out, you probably have seen 40% of what's in here, but you have never 
seen the critical Octave theories and Vector methods that alone are worth ten times 
the price of this book. You also have never seen it all put together in one step by 
step book that teaches you how to trade day by day. You will have to WORK and 
work a lot, since your broker and friends can't help you as they have never seen 
anything like this in their lives. If you seriously want to become independent 
financially through trading in the markets then this book is for you and you can 
master it in a few weeks to a month if you put the effort in. If you follow the rules 
laid out you should become quite successful as a trader making your sole living 
from the market. For those of you who have bought my books in the past and know 
them to be of great value, then I can say without reservation that you will be happy 



you have this one for your collection. It's also an ideal gift for your college child in 
providing them a means to be financially independent all their life. 

 

The cost of this book is $525 US and while some beginners may think that's a 
lot, you should eventually be making that much every single day as that is the goal 
of this book in a step by step fashion. After all, if you want to become a doctor 
what does that cost and how much time will it take? You'll make a lot more that a 
doctor does. I've saved you 50 years of massive experiments, failures, successes, 
and relationships with many of the great traders of the world and put this 
tremendous wisdom into a simple book for the masses. Knowledge like that doesn't 
come along every day! 

You can order thru  www.Paypal.com  and 'send money' to my email of  
mjenkins@stockcyclesforecast.com 

I pay all postage anywhere, usually priority or express overseas. Be sure and 
include a complete mailing address at Paypal or follow up with a separate email 
with your address to me. 

If you need to mail a check (US funds) it goes to: Stock Cycles Forecast, PO 
BOX 568561, Orlando, FL  32856-8561 

Some Photos of books to follow: 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


